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Mark Toubin joined Cresa in 2013. Mark was always focused on developing a career in real estate and brings with him 15 years of
experience in various aspects of the real estate industry. As an occupier representative Mark advises a variety of local, national and
international firms on evaluating and implementing their strategic real estate plans.
Mark’s thorough and extensive knowledge of the New York City real estate market enables him to structure creative deals for
clients in the leasing, acquisition and disposition of commercial properties/office space. He demonstrates his expertise in the field
through his ability to arrange and assist in sophisticated methods of relocation, occupancy cost reduction strategies and lease
negotiations.
Prior to joining Cresa, Leslie worked at DJK where she handled both commercial and residential for her customers. Prior to
real estate she worked for a variety of media companies on the sales side. Her last role in ad sales was with Triad Retail Sales
where she was responsible for the creation, management and operation of online media programs for leading retail e-commerce
website eBay. Leslie has also worked as a sales director for media holding company giant Gannett and held various sales and
management positions with QuadrantONE, Time Warner Cable, Specific Media, Aquantive, Viacom and Cox Reps.
Most recently, Leslie worked at CBC Advisors as a Director of brokerage services. At CBC, she partnered with clients to
understand their unique business needs and deliver best-in-class, consistent, innovative real estate solutions customized to their
specific requirements.

Clients
•

Argyle Executive Forum

•

Bagel Boss

•

Breaking Waves International

•

Cucina Gourmet

•

Eidos Media

•

Foothold Technology

•

HP

•

Jay Suites

•

Lower East Side Service Center

•

Maggy London

•

McRoberts Securities

•

NSC Global

•

Permanent Mission to Uruguay

•

Rabin/Martin

•

Technology Desking

•

Tune Core

•

Yimen USA

Education
Mark received a Bachelor’s degree from Long Island University.

Contact
212.758.3131 main
212.687.4369 direct
mtoubin@cresa.com
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